74 pinto

The Ford Pinto is a subcompact car that was manufactured and marketed by Ford Motor
Company in North America from the to the model years. The smallest American Ford vehicle
since , the Pinto was the first subcompact vehicle produced by Ford in North America. The
Pinto was marketed in three body styles through its production: a two-door fastback sedan with
a trunk, a three-door hatchback, and a two-door station wagon. Mercury offered rebadged
versions of the Pinto as the Mercury Bobcat from to â€” in Canada [4]. Since the s, the safety
reputation of the Pinto has generated controversy. Its fuel-tank design attracted both media and
government scrutiny after several deadly fires related to the tanks rupturing occurred in
rear-end collisions. A subsequent analysis of the overall safety of the Pinto suggested it was
comparable to other s subcompact cars. The safety issues surrounding the Pinto and the
subsequent response by Ford have been cited widely as a business ethics as well as tort reform
case study. American automakers had first countered imports such as the Volkswagen Beetle
with compact cars including the Ford Falcon , Ford Maverick , Chevrolet Corvair and Plymouth
Valiant , although these cars featured six-cylinder engines and comprised a larger vehicle class.
As the popularity of smaller Japanese imports Toyota Corolla and Datsun increased throughout
the s, Ford North America responded by introducing the Cortina from Ford of Europe as a
captive import. American automakers introduced their own subcompacts, [6] led by the AMC
Gremlin that arrived six months before the Pinto, and the Chevrolet Vega , introduced the day
before the Pinto. Named for the pony , [7] the Pinto was introduced on September 11, It was a
completely new platform, but utilized a powertrain from the European-specification Escort.
Initial planning for the Pinto began in the summer of , was recommended by Ford's Product
Planning Committee in December , and was approved by Ford's Board of Directors in January
The Pinto product development, from conception through delivery, was completed in 25 months
when the automotive industry average was 43 months, the shortest production planning
schedule in automotive history at the time. Some development processes usually conducted
sequentially were conducted in parallel. Machine tooling overlapped with product development,
which froze the basic design. Decisions that threatened the schedule were discouraged; [11]
[12] [13] the attitude of Ford management was to develop the Pinto as quickly as possible.
Offered with an inline-four engine and bucket seats the Pinto's mechanical design was
conventional, with unibody construction, a longitudinally mounted engine in front driving the
rear wheels through either a manual or automatic transmission and live axle rear end.
Suspension was by unequal-length control arms with front coil springs ; the live rear axle was
suspended on leaf springs. The rack and pinion steering optionally had power assist , as did the
brakes. The Pinto had sold over , units by January , [19] and , for the entire production run; saw
the most Pintos produced in a single model year, with , units. The Ford Pinto went on sale on
September 11, , in one body style, a fastback sedan with an enclosed trunk. A hatchback
became available on February 20, , debuting at the Chicago Auto Show. The hatchback model
matched the sedan in all other dimensions and offered On October 30, , less than two months
after introduction, 26, Pintos were recalled to address a possible problem with the accelerator
sticking on once engaged at more than halfway. On February 24, , [19] the Pinto station wagon
debuted with an overall length of Along with front disc brakes, the 2. A Pinto Squire wagon
featured faux wood side paneling similar to the full-size Country Squire. Also in February , the
Sprint Decor Group was made available for the Pinto for one model year only. The interior
included red, white, and blue cloth and vinyl bucket seats, full carpeting as well as a deluxe
steering wheel. For the model year, more appearance options were offered. There was a new
Sport Accent Group offered in white exterior paint with a choice of two-tone orange or avocado
accent paint, matching vinyl roof, and a deluxe interior with wood-tone trim. There was also a
new Luxury Decor Group with bright exterior dress-up mouldings, black bumper rub strips, and
a deluxe interior with wood-tone trim. New slotted forged aluminum wheels were offered. In , to
meet federal regulations, 5 mph bumpers were added to both the front and rear. Unlike most s
cars, the addition of larger bumpers to the Pinto did not necessitate major changes to the
bodywork. While the underpowered Kent engine was dropped, the optional OHC engine was
expanded to 2. In , Mercury began selling a rebadged version of the Pinto called Bobcat as a
Canada-only model. Sales of the Mercury Bobcat were expanded to Lincoln-Mercury dealers in
the United States; it was sold as a hatchback and station wagon. As a minor styling update for ,
the Pinto received the egg-crate grille and chrome headlamp bezels recycled from the
Canada-only Mercury Bobcat. For one model year only, two new option packages were offered.
One was the sporty new Stallion appearance package with blackout trim and black two-tone
accent paint offered in red, yellow, silver, and white body colors. This option package was
shared with the Mustang II and Maverick. The other new option package was the Runabout
Squire which featured wood-grain vinyl bodysides like the Squire wagon. The interior received
the optional Luxury Decor Group which featured new low back vinyl or plaid cloth bucket seats

with matching door trim. For the model year, the Pinto received its first significant styling
updates with slanted back urethane headlamp buckets, parking lamps, and grille. The tail-lamps
were revised except for the wagons. Runabouts offered an optional all-glass rear hatch for the
first time. Pinto wagons were given a new option package. Dubbed the Pinto Cruising Wagon , it
was the sedan delivery version of the Pinto styled to resemble a small conversion van ,
complete with round side panel "bubble windows" and a choice of optional vinyl graphics. Ford
offered new sporty appearance packages similar to those found on the Chevrolet Vega and AMC
Gremlin but were strictly cosmetic upgrades that added nothing to vehicle performance. In , the
Pinto was no longer the smallest Ford sold in the U. For the model year, the Pinto saw its last
significant styling update. Shedding its original Maverick-like styling, the Pinto took on the look
of the modern Fairmont with rectangular headlamps, inboard vertical parking lamps, and a taller
slanted back grille. Except for the wagons, the tail-lamps were revised. The interior was updated
with a new rectangular instrument cluster and modified dash-pad for vehicles without the
optional sports instrumentation. The variety of sports appearance packages was revised, some
with new graphics. For , the V6 engine was discontinued, leaving the 2. Except for , the Pinto
was available with a choice of two engines. For the first five years of production, only
four-cylinder inline engines were offered. Ford changed the power ratings almost every year. In ,
the 2. This engine was updated and modified several times, allowing it to remain in production
into With the advent of emission control requirements, Ford moved from European-sourced to
domestically-sourced engines, using new or modified designs. New safety legislation affected
bumpers and other parts, adding to the weight of the car and reducing performance. Revised
SAE standards in dropped the Pinto's 1. Lincoln-Mercury dealers marketed a rebadged variant
of the Pinto, as the Mercury Bobcat, beginning with model year in Canada produced in all of the
same body styles. It was styled with a unique egg-crate grille and chrome headlamp bezels. The
rear featured modified double width taillamps for sedan and Runabout models. For , the Bobcat
was added to the U. Lesser-trimmed versions were offered in subsequent model years. The
Bobcat was never offered as a two-door sedan with an enclosed trunk for the U. All Bobcats
were restyled with a domed hood and a taller vertical bar grille styled to look like senior Mercury
models. Throughout all the model years, Bobcats offered various appearance options that were
similar to the Pinto's. For , the Bobcat received a major restyling featuring a slanted back front
end with rectangular headlamps and a larger vertical bar grille. The base instrument cluster
received a new rectangular design with a modified dash pad. Production of the Bobcat ended in
to make way for its replacement, the Mercury Lynx. In total, , Bobcats were produced from to
Upon release, the Pinto was received with both positive and negative reviews. Super Stock
Magazine found the fit and finish to be "superior" and were impressed with the car overall. The
later controversy surrounding the Pinto has resulted in a negative legacy associated with the
car and Ford's handling of the controversies. In , Forbes included the Pinto among its fourteen
Worst Cars of All Time, noting that its problems helped create an opening in the US market for
small cars from Japan. The safety of the design of the Pinto's fuel system led to critical
incidents and subsequently resulted in a recall, lawsuits, a criminal prosecution, and public
controversy. The events surrounding the controversy have been described as a "landmark
narrative". The placement of the car's fuel tank was the result of both conservative industry
practice of the time as well the uncertain regulatory environment during the development and
early sales periods of the car. Ford was accused of knowing the car had an unsafe tank
placement then forgoing design changes based on an internal cost-benefit analysis. Two
landmark legal cases, Grimshaw v. Ford Motor Co. Scholarly work published in the decades
after the Pinto's release have examined the cases and offered summations of the general
understanding of the Pinto and the controversy regarding the car's safety performance and risk
of fire. These works reviewed misunderstandings related to the actual number of fire-related
deaths related to the fuel system design, "wild and unsupported claims asserted in Pinto
Madness and elsewhere", [59] the facts of the related legal cases, Grimshaw vs Ford Motor
Company and State of Indiana vs Ford Motor Company , the applicable safety standards at the
time of design, and the nature of the NHTSA investigations and subsequent vehicle recalls. The
design of the Pinto fuel system was complicated by the uncertain regulatory environment
during the development period. The first federal standard for automotive fuel system safety,
passed in , known as Section in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards , initially only
considered front impacts. Ford publicly announced it supported the standard. The fixed-barrier
standard was seen by the auto industry as a significant increase in test severity. The Pinto's
design positioned its fuel tank between the solid live rear axle and the rear bumper , a standard
practice in US subcompact cars at the time. Crash testing, conducted In with modified Ford
Mavericks, As part of a response to NHTSA proposed regulations, demonstrated vulnerability at
fairly low crash speeds. Design changes were made, but post-launch tests showed similar

results. Though Ford engineers were not pleased with the car's performance, no reports of the
time indicate particular concern. Ford also tested several different vehicle modifications that
could improve rear impact performance. This placement was not a viable option for the
hatchback and station wagon body styles. Beginning in , field reports of Ford Pintos consumed
by fire after low-speed rear-end collisions were received by Ford's recall coordinator office. The
values assigned to serious burn injuries and loss of life were based on values calculated by
NHTSA in In August , having been provided with a copy of the memo by Grimshaw v. The public
understanding of the costâ€”benefit analysis has contributed to the mythology of the Ford Pinto
case. Time magazine said the memo was one of the automotive industry's "most notorious
paper trails. The general misunderstanding of the document, as presented by Mother Jones,
gave it an operational significance it never had. These included that Ford knew the Pinto was a
"firetrap" and said that Ford did not implement design changes because the company's
costâ€”benefit analysis document showed that paying out millions in damages in lawsuits was
less expensive than the design changes. The fuel tank design and structural characteristics of
the â€” Mercury Bobcat which render it identical to contemporary Pinto vehicles, also render it
subject to like consequences in rear-impact collisions. Lee and Ermann noted that NHTSA used
a worst-case test to justify the recall of the Pinto, rather than the regular rear-impact crash test.
A large "bullet car" was used instead of a standard moving barrier. Weights were placed in the
nose of the car to help it slide under the Pinto and maximize gas tank contact. The vehicle
headlights were turned on to provide a possible ignition source. The fuel tank was completely
filled with gasoline rather than partially filled with non-flammable Stoddard fluid as was the
normal test procedure. Initially, the NHTSA did not feel there was sufficient evidence to demand
a recall due to incidents of fire. The NHTSA investigation found that 27 deaths were found to
have occurred between and mid in rear-impact crashes that resulted in a fire. The NHTSA did
not indicate if these impacts would have been survivable absent fire or if the impacts were more
severe than even a state of the art for fuel system could have withstood. The administration was
pressured by safety advocates Center for Auto Safety as well as the public response. It was also
being forced into action due to the ways in which both the courts and executive branch were
limiting the ability of the NHTSA to address systematic auto safety issues. Though Ford could
have proceeded with the formal recall hearing, fearing additional damage to the company's
public reputation the company agreed to a "voluntary recall" program. Approximately lawsuits
were brought against Ford in connection with rear-end accidents in the Pinto. Ford Motor
Company and State of Indiana v. Ford Motor Company. Grimshaw v. Richard Grimshaw, the
thirteen-year-old passenger, was seriously burned. The jury award was said to be the largest
ever in US product liability and personal injury cases. Reaction to the Grimshaw case was
mixed. According to the Los Angeles Times in , the award "signaled to the auto industry that it
would be harshly sanctioned for ignoring known defects. On August 10, , three teenage girls of
the Urlich family of Osceola, Indiana , were killed when the Pinto they were in was involved in a
rear-end collision. The driver had stopped in the road to retrieve the car's gas cap which had
been inadvertently left on the top of the car and subsequently fell onto the road. While stopped
the Pinto was struck by a Chevrolet van. A grand jury indicted Ford on three counts of reckless
homicide. Indiana v. Ford was a landmark in product liability law as the first time a corporation
faced criminal charges for a defective product, and the first time a corporation was charged with
homicide. According to Automotive News in , the indictment was a low point in Ford's
reputation. Schwartz see Section 7. He noted that fires, and rear-end fires, in particular, are a
very small portion of overall auto fatalities. Pintos represented 1. During that time, the car
represented 1. This was considered respectable for a subcompact car. Only when considering
the narrow subset of rear-impact, fire fatalities for the car were somewhat worse than the
average for subcompact cars. While acknowledging this is an important legal point, Schwartz
rejected the portrayal of the car as a firetrap. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Ford
subcompact car â€” Motor vehicle. Southwold, Ontario St. Thomas Assembly. Bloomberg
Businessweek. Archived from the original on February 20, Retrieved March 6, The Pinto doesn't
seem so badâ€”that is, until you remember how sexy Fords from the s were. The design
devolved into hexagonal headlight housings, a grille that's only a few inches tall yet wide
enough to become the car's focal point, and a rear end that apparently melted from the roof.
Retrieved December 3, The San Francisco Chronicle. Retrieved October 26, Jennings Ford
Direct. Retrieved January 1, Any decisions that threatened these targets or the timing of the
car's introduction were discouraged. Under normal conditions design, styling, product
planning, engineering, etc. Because of the foreshortened time frame, however, some of these
usually sequential processes were executed in parallel. As a consequence, tooling was already
well under way thus "freezing" the basic design Management Decision. When a decision was
made to produce the Pinto, it was given the shortest production planning schedule in history.

He pushed the board to greenlight the Pinto program, and by August the program was
underway. The Pinto quickly became known as "Lee's car. Iacocca was in a hurry. He wanted
the car in showrooms for the model year. That meant one of the shortest production planning
periods in modern automotive history: just 25 months, when the normal time span was 43
months. That also meant that the Pinto's tooling was developed at the same time as product
development. Super Stock Magazine. December Retrieved April 29, The little carefree car.
Spokane Daily Chronicle. September 10, Retrieved December 31, Great Cars. August 9, The
Motor. August 26, Krause Publications. Chicago Tribune. October 31, Last October Ford
recalled some 26, Pintos because of complaints about accelerator pedals sticking when the
throttle was opened more than halfway. A Ford Spokesman declined to give the cost of the
recall, but all Pintos produced thru March 19, including , in the United States, 13, in Canada and
2, overseas, are involved in the program Ford said its investigation of complaints revealed that
the possibility of a fire existed because the vapors in the air cleaner could be ignited by a
backfire thru the carburetor. Retrieved January 3, Popular Mechanics. Standard Catalog of Ford
Cars, â€” Kelly, Jr Car and Driver Magazine. Nov Retrieved April 12, June The Pinto's famous
safety flaw, of course, was that it was prone to blowing up if rear-ended. When people talk about
how bad American small cars created an opportunity for the Japanese to come in and clean
house in the s and '80s, they are referring to vehicles like this and see Chevrolet Vega, second
slide. July 2, Retrieved March 5, NBC News. April Harvard Business Review. Retrieved February
28, The Ford Pinto Case. USA Today. How'd You Like Another Pinto? According to this account,
the company made an informed, cynical, and impressively coordinated decision that "payouts"
Kelman and Hamilton to families of burn victims were more cost-effective than improving fuel
tank integrity. This description provides the unambiguous foundation on which the media and
academics have built a Pinto gas tank decision-making narrative. One is that several significant
factual misconceptions surround the public's understanding of the case. Given the cumulative
force of these misconceptions, the case can be properly referred to as "mythical. The mph fixed
barrier standard was greeted with uniform opposition from the auto industry because it was a
much more severe test than the moving-barrier standard. This situation changed in the
marketing stage post Shortly after the model year Pintos were released, Ford adopted an
internal20 mile-per-hour moving barrier standard for the model year-the only manufacturer to do
so Gioia ; Strobel This standard would constrain future debates by certifying the Pinto as safe"
to Ford's subunit charged with evaluating potential recallable safety problems. Just a few days
later, NHTSA-which had never acted on its earlier proposal-advanced a more demanding set of
proposed regulations. Three months later, Ford officials decided that for purposes of the model
year, Ford would adopt, as its own internal objective, the regulations that NHTSA had suggested
in In order to respond to NHTSA's more recent proposal, Ford engineers, with actual Pintos now
available, stepped up the crash-testing process, and identified a number of design
modifications that might improve the Pinto's performance. In October , Ford officials decided
against incorporating any of these modifications into current Pintos; rather, it would wait until
NHTSA clarified its position. In , NHTSA promulgated its fuel-tank standard but ruled that this
standard would apply only to models. Grimshaw, Cal. Mark Robinson, Jr. Telephone interview
with Mark Robinson, Jr. In the later criminal case, however, Byron Bloch, a prosecution witness,
stated in cross-examination that the Pinto's bumper was about the same as those of the
Gremlin, Vega, and Dodge Colt. See L. Strobel, supra note 5, at "I would say they were all bad.
The results demonstrated the vulnerability of fuel-integrity at fairly low speeds and some
modifications were made. In August of , the first model year Pinto, the , went into production.
Post-production testing revealed similar results. Still, there were No federal performance
standards At the time and the proposed regulations addressed only front-end collisions. In this
test, a Pinto sedan exhibited "excessive fuel tank leakage" when towed rearward into a fixed
barrier at Nothing in this, or any other, Ford test report indicates that participants felt cause for
concern or organizational action. Although some Ford engineers were not especially pleased,
they felt that the data were inconclusive or the risks acceptable Feaheny ; Strobel , or they kept
their concerns to themselves Camps Some felt that cars would rarely be subjected to the
extreme forces generated In a fixed-barrier test In real-world collisions Feaheny ; Devine NHTSA
apparently agreed and ultimately replaced the proposed fixed barrier test with a less-stringent
moving-barrier test In its final standard U. Hemmings Classic Car. Retrieved 31 December The
only 3 cars that survived intact had each been modified in some way to protect the tank.
Engineers, who typically value "uncertainty avoidance" Allison , chose to stick with an existing
design rather than face uncertainties associated with novel ones Devine ; Strobel One series of
tests, for instance, showed that Pintos equipped with pliable foam-like gas tanks would not leak
in 30 mile-per-hour crashes. But some engineers feared that such a tank might melt and
disagreed with others who felt it was safer than the existing metal design Devine , see also

Strobel Other engineers believed that rubber bladders improved performance in tests, but
anticipated problems under real-world conditions Strobel At trial, there was testimony that a
bladder would have been feasible in the early s, but also rebuttal testimony that a bladder was
at this time beyond the bounds of feasibility. Yet Copp did not reach this conclusion until
Strobel And other engineers were considerably less certain about it, even though the
above-the-axle design did perform better in one set of crash tests. The engineer overseeing the
Pinto's design, Harold MacDonald whose father died in a fuel tank fire when his Model A Ford
exploded after a frontal collision with a tree , felt that the above-the axle placement was less
safe under real-world conditions because the tank was closer to the passenger compartment
and more likely to be punctured by items in the trunk Strobel One of these new files concerned
reports of Pintos "lighting up" in the words of a field representative in rear-end accidents. There
were actually very few reports, perhaps because component failure was not initially assumed.
These cars simply were consumed by fire after apparently very low-speed accidents. As with
most jobs, the enormous workload required him to use standard operating procedures" SOPs
to organize and manage information for decision making d. Kriesberg SOPs increase
organizational efficiency by operating as cognitive scripts that transform decision-making
opportunities into largely predetermined action patterns. Existing SOPs required that, to be
"recallable," problems needed either high frequency or a directly traceable causal link to a
design defect. When reports began to trickle into Gioia that Pintos were "lighting up" in
relatively low-speed accidents, and after viewing the burned wreckage of a Pinto, he initiated a
meeting to determine if this represented a recallable problem. His work group voted
unanimously not to recall the Pinto because the weak data did not meet SOP criteria Gioia The
work group was unaware of any cost-benefit analyses or Pinto crash test results. Reports of
Pinto fires continued to trickle in, and eventually, Gioia did become aware of, and concerned
about, the crash test results. Again he wondered if the Pinto had a recallable problem, so he
initiated a second meeting to convince his co-workers that crash tests showed a possible
design flaw. But others again saw no design flawsâ€”after all, the Pinto met internal company
standards, and no contradictory external standard existed. The work group conceived the tank
leak "problem" not as a defect, but as a fundamental and unalterable design feature: the car's
small size, the use of light metals, and unibody construction produced a tendency for Pintos
and others in its class to "crush up like an accordion" in rear-end collisions Gioia Ford
Environmental and Safety Engineering. Retrieved March 2, NHTSA had developed this figure in
According to material presented on the Center's website, Dowie's article is based on that
information, made available to him by the Center In an interview with Gary T. Of course, the
condemnation of Ford's report is linked to the condemnation imposed by the public on the Pinto
itself. The common belief is that the Pinto, on account of its fuel-tank design, was a "firetrap.
But his readers have relied exclusively on his other claim, that it was the "internal" 20, 24 memo
on which Ford based its decision to market the dangerous Pinto and settle the few inevitable
lawsuits Huber, Peter W. Washington DC: Brookings Institution: Berrett-Koehler Publishers.
Ford waited eight years because its internal "cost-benefit analysis," which places a dollar value
on human life, said it wasn't profitable to make the changes sooner. Responding to the wave of
consumer complaints it received, NHTSA began a recall proceeding relating to â€” Pintos.
Dowie's article had labeled the Pinto a "firetrap" and accused the agency of buckling to
auto-industry pressure. Public interest generated by the article forced a second Pinto
investigation and guaranteed that NHTSA would be under a microscope for its duration. May
Based upon the information either developed or acquired during this investigation, the
following conlcusions have been reached: â€” Ford Pintos have experienced moderate speed,
rear-end collisions that have resulted in fuel tank damage, fuel leakage, and fire occurrences
that have resulted in fatalities and non-fatal burn injuries. Strickland's work group held the Pinto
and Vega to a higher standard than other cars Strickland It dispensed with the usual moving
barrier. Instead, it intentionally selected a large and particularly rigid "bullet car" to hit the
Pinto's rear end. It weighed down the bullet car's nose to slide under the Pinto and maximize
gas tank contact. It also turned on the bullet car's headlights to provide a ready source of
ignition. And it completely filled gas tanks in both cars with gasoline rather than the
non-flammable Stoddard fluid normally used. Ford agreed to "voluntarily" recall â€” Pintos.
Their manufacturers successfully defended them as acceptable risks see Wallace When we
asked why NHTSA forced a Pinto recall for failing the 35 mile-per-hour test, although most small
cars could not withstand such a test, Strickland analogized that, "Just because your friends get
away with shoplifting, doesn't mean you should get away with it too. Business and Economic
History. FARS data showed that from January through the middle of , seventeen people had
died in accidents in which Pinto rear-end collisions resulted in fires. The NHTSA figure of
twenty-seven fatalities hence seems roughly in the ballpark by way of suggesting the number of

people who had died in Pinto rear-end fires. In setting forth this number, however, NHTSA made
no effort to estimate how many of these deaths were caused by the Pinto's specific design
features. Many fire deaths undeniably result from high-speed collisions that would induce
leakage even in state-of-the-art fuel systems;69 moreover, cars in the subcompact class
generally entail a relatively high fatality risk. A transmission problem that also caused 27 Pinto
deaths and on other Ford products [Clarke ] never became a social problem. Similarly, publics
accepted claims of safety errors leveled by Harley Copp, a Ford engineer who was apparently
overseas when early crucial decisions were made Camps ; Strobel , but ignored other
safety-conscious Pinto engineers who believed windshield retention was a more important
safety problem Camps , and lack of safety glass caused more deaths Feaheny Second, other
network actors e. Ford agreed to "voluntarily recall" the Pinto in June Misch said: "Ford
informed NHTSA that it does not agree with the agency's initial determination of May 8 that an
unreasonable risk of safety is involved in the design of these cars The other was a case
involving criminal reckless homicide in Indiana. Because the defendant was appealing a jury
verdict in favor of the plaintiffs, the court was under an obligation to view all the evidence in a
way most favorable to the plaintiffs and essentially to ignore evidence in the record that might
be favorable to the defendant. See id. In fact, Ford's basic position at trial-which the court's
opinion at no point mentions was that the approaching car a Ford Galaxie had not slowed down
at all, and had struck the Gray car at a speed in excess of 50 miles per hour. There was an
enormous amount of evidence at trial supporting each of the parties' factual claims as to the
Galaxie's closing speed. Had the jury accepted Ford's speed estimate, there would not have
been much of an issue of crashworthiness: for the plaintiffs' position throughout the trial was
that even a state-of-the-art fuel system could not maintain integrity in a 50 mile-per hour
collision. Two years later the court of appeal affirmed these results in all respects; the state
supreme court then denied a hearing. The Wall Street Journal. Retrieved March 4, Los Angeles
Times. March 14, Kip February Stanford Law Review. The basic problem is that jurors do not
undertake a comprehensive risk analysis approach, regardless of its character. Jurors have a
tendency to compare the often very small per-unit safety cost with the costs borne by the
injured victim. Rather than examine the entire market and the associated benefits and costs,
jurors will be offended by, or will not fully understand, a comprehensive risk-analysis approach
and will focus their assessment more narrowly on the identified victim and the costs of
preventing that injury. The fact that these costs would also have been incurred for thousands of
consumers who were not injured will not loom as large, as Judge Easterbrook emphasized.
Thus, there is a tendency to exhibit "hindsight bias" rather than to consider the expected costs
and expected benefits at the time of the safety decision. Southern California Law Review : From
a deterrence standpoint, it confounds understanding to permit such vast uncertainty as to the
level of the expected penalty. The punitive damage award in the Ford Pinto case is, however,
much more difficult to justify. To a large extent, it rested on the premise that Ford had behaved
reprehensibly when it balanced safety against cost in designing the Pinto. However, the process
by which manufacturers render such trade-off design decisions seems not only to be
anticipated but endorsed by the prevailing risk-benefit standard for design liability. Accordingly,
the Pinto jury's decision that punitive damages were appropriate-a decision that was affirmed
by the trial judge and the court of appeal-raises serious questions about the operational viability
of the risk-benefit standard itself. Ford Motor Company from a legal standpoint. This case was
the first time criminal charges were bought against an American corporation for faulty product
design. According to attorney Malcolm Wheeler , p. Wheeler was not alone in his estimation of
the case as influential. Maakestad , p. The Christian Science Monitor. Retrieved March 3, An
Indiana farm country jury in the week landmark trial found Ford "not guilty" in the deaths of
three teen-age girls whose model Pinto exploded when a speeding van struck it in the rear Aug.
Indiana public officials decided to prosecute Ford for the crime of reckless homicide. Because
the reckless homicide statute had been enacted only in , Ford could not be prosecuted for the
reckless design of the Pinto; rather, the prosecution needed to show a reckless post failure by
Ford to repair or warn. Largely because of the narrowness of the resulting issue, at trial the
prosecution was not able to secure the admission of internal Ford documents on which it had
hoped to build its case. Ford's defense effort in this criminal case was vastly more ambitious
than the effort the company had previously mounted in defending itself against Grimshaw's tort
claim. In March the Indiana jury found Ford not guilty. The jury seemed ambivalent about the
Pinto, but concluded that Ford had avoided recklessness in the conduct of its recall program.
He is quoted as saying "We'll see more prosecutions like this A psychological barrier has been
broken, and the big corporations are now vulnerable" Bodine, , p. The popular idea was that
corporate malfeasance would be curtailed if corporations were held accountable for their
actions. Thus, the feeling among some legal commentators was that the Pinto case represented

a fundamental shift in how the criminal courts would perceive corporations. Another
perspective was that the case was completely frivolous. Commenting on civil litigation, Harry
Philo, then president-elect of the Association of American Trial Lawyers of America, commented
that "In my opinion, the Pinto case was a completely irrelevant prosecution" Stuart, , p.
However, he also stated that "[t]he verdict won't deter civil lawsuits" Mleczko, , llA. On the
record, this criminal prosecution should never have been brought at all. He criticized Ford for
how it dealt with the controversy surrounding the Pinto. According to Weaver , p. Weaver
admits that "[w]e should simply have told the truth about the car" and "[w]e did not fight to
vindicate ourselves. These remarks add an interesting dimension to the Pinto case in that one
of the clear lessons was to confront issues raised about defective products. This concern
illustrates that after the Pinto case, corporations became much more willing and adept at
handling images stemming from poor design. In other words, the Pinto case made corporations
much more willing to wage public relations battles over design and production flaws. Ford
vehicles. E-Series Cutaway F F Category Commons. Categories : s cars Cars introduced in
Vehicles discontinued in Ford vehicles Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States
Product safety scandals Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Sedans Station wagons Subcompact cars.
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Wikiquote. Ford Pinto. Robert Eidschun [1]. FR layout. Ford Cortina captive import. Inline-four
engine. V6 engine. Ford Cologne V6. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford Pinto.
Wikiquote has quotations related to: Ford Pinto. LTD II. Custom Super Deluxe. Custom Deluxe.
Galaxie Mainliner. Fairlane Galaxie Galaxie XL. Galaxie LTD. Station wagon. Del Rio. Ranch
Wagon. Country Sedan. Country Squire. Personal luxury. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria.
Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. Monterey Custom. Park
Lane. Turnpike Cruiser. Colony Park. Capri II. Pickup truck. Grand Marquis. Station Wagon.
Light truck. Whether you love them or whether you hate them, the simple fact is that the Ford
Pinto was a sales success that Ford of America was in desperate need of at that time in its
history. Today, there is still an enthusiastic band of people that love and cherish their Pintos,
and more than a few people who would like to own one of these interesting little cars today. If
you are one of those people, then this one-owner Pinto Station Wagon is a car that is worth a
serious look. It is located in Riverside, California, and is listed for sale here on Craigslist. The
fact was that when the proposal for the Pinto was presented to Henry Ford II, he was totally
opposed to its development and production. However, the hard-sell on the car from Lee Iacocca
eventually turned the tide, and the Pinto finally went into production in This wagon is finished in
Wind Blue and features woodgrain along its flanks. The car is said to be free of rust, but
decades of exposure to the California sun have taken their toll on the woodgrain. The front
seats will need new covers, the rear seat has a couple of seam separations, and the carpet will
need to be replaced. There are no engine photos, but we do know that the Pinto features its
original and optional 2. With 82hp on tap, performance could best be described as adequate, but
certainly acceptable for a small car of this type. It appears that the Pinto is in generally good
mechanical health, with the only issue being a leak from a fuel line. It would seem that with this
addressed, the car could be driven and enjoyed as it is. This one has the potential to be a pretty
little car if restored. Some people would wonder why you should bother, but the simple fact is
that most cars that seem boring and mundane when new will attract their share of attention if
they appear all bright and shiny decades later. It is certainly something to consider. My mom
bought one of these new, she said her old car was to big and hard on gas. He old car , GTX We
used to buy these from the Purolator courier service with who knows how many miles. They
were well maintained and some had replacement engines or transmissions. All of them were
white. We would had aftermarket fake wood, and a junkyard replacement seat. They made a
decent cheap used car. Her old car , GTX There was a story in Mopar Action magazine about a
guy who ended up with a restoration reference Superbird that was traded in on a Pinto station
wagon at the dealership he worked at. A lot of our parents unloaded gas guzzlers in It would be
nice to know what the mileage is, and interesting that they intentionally did not fill out the box
when posting it on C. Kinda odd, in away, how some cars still remain popular or at least are
commonly known even amongst non car people. I doubt anyone cares now or fifty years from
now cares about the the beloved Ford Escort or Focus that has been on our highways for a
number of years really. The Pinto was a huge sales success, and a far better car than the
completely awful Vegaâ€¦.. I would bet you that the Pinto, in any random accident was as safe or
safer than most of its competition, especially the VW Beetle. Both were fun to drive, economical,

and created quite a bit of attention. Everyone wants to make a big deal about the exploding
tanks. Do some research. There have been models that have had worse reports. Mother Jones
trashed this cars reputation. I admire them! My folks bought the twin to this car right down to
the color and options except theirs was a automatic. The only issue they had was a bad timing
belt while out at Mount Rushmore but other than that it gave them no trouble, the Midwest salt
ate it alive. If you need a driver, grocery getter, or something to go to the parts store, this car
will be a member of the Ultimate Driver Group. No disappointments and many miles of smiles.
This one is on the wrong coast. Wonder if UPS could handle. Great little car for running errands
around town and hitting the show and shine. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click
here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe
to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account?
Log in. Barn Finds. Adam Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Miguel. Put me
down in the category of loving Pintos. I would buy every one of them if Mexico had any. The gas
cap is on the side. Safety feature! All Pintos had the gas cap on the side. Tom c. Sorry , I meant
her old car. Ben T. Her old car , GTX 5. Something to definitely ask them if thinking about this
car. You go look at it, see if it runs well and drive it home. Troy s. Probably because there are
none left already! Billie Bob Norton. A leak from the gas lineâ€¦â€¦a Pintoâ€¦â€¦ahhh, no
thanksâ€¦. George Member. Cute car. Every early 70 and mid 70s Ford were rust buckets. People
in Ontario Canada actually brought a class action over the rust issues. Andrew Franks. No
Reserve! Superb Continental Mark II. Restored and Parked: Lancia Scorpion. Small-Block
Project: Plymouth Barracuda. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free
daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! The Pinto is originally
from New Mexico and nearly rust-free and is said to run well aside from some crunchiness in
the gearbox. The bodywork looks like only a car from a desert climate can look, with no signs of
body rot or previously repaired panels. The paint is even and shut lines look good, and the only
alteration from stock is the addition of the familiar polished LX wheels. Muted lime green paint
is a totally period-correct color, and personally, makes me want to see this one restomodded
even more than I already did. This is surprising, considering those dry climates and their perfect
sheet metal usually come at the expense of completely sun-trashed interiors. There is a crack in
the dash which will be difficult to repair other than replacing the entire assembly, but the next
owner will likely live with it for the time being. Love seeing the manual in the console. The seller
notes he has only driven the Pinto in a parking lot, likely right onto a trailer, and has no real
insights into how healthy the factory four-cylinder is. He notes the transmission does
occasionally grind going into gear, so there are more than a few reasons to perform a proper
teardown and rebuild, or simply gut the existing drivetrain and make this sleepy Pinto wagon
into a bit of an unsuspecting performance car. Would you keep it stock or pursue the swap? As
I commented before another option would be to use a turbo 2. You would need to fabricate
plumbing for the intercooler and wiring for the EFI. With the right tuning you could be traveling
at ludicrous speeds and seeing plaid in no time! Just make sure frame and such is braced really
well before you turn up the boost. Oorrr just leave it bone stock. I never realized that a Pinto and
a Fox Body share the same wheel bolt pattern until today. Looks to me that the interior is
toasted. Nope- Mustang and Falcon sixes used a 4 X 4. Also wheel profile is different on disc
brake vs. My friend had one like this new back in 74 in Upstate NY. For some odd reason it came
equipped with AC and my friend repeatedly delighted in showing us all how well it worked â€” in
January. Ford was the worst when it came to the 5 mph bumpers. Looks like they just stuck a
piece of guardrail on it. Drop one in with the 6 speed tranny and leave the big bumpers for that
sleeper effect then go hunting Camaros. AMFM, slotted factory mag wheels, 4 spd. Perfect car
for two with a baby on the way. My wife and I still talk about that carâ€¦good times! The Pinto
got a bad, but undeserved rap. I remember driving the wagon, a 4-speed, and it was a good car.
It was better than the Vega, its main rival. However, for a basic economy car of that era, it was
good. Cables sometimes stretch over time, and hydraulics may have a bypassing master or
slave cylinder. Usually,if the cylinders seem to be working properly, an adjustment can be made
between the pedal and the master cylinder, or at the slave cylinder. Mechanicals may have worn
bushings and rods. I would definitely look at clutch adjustment before removing the trans. It all
equals a right sized daily for me.. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get
it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue re
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Member. Turbo 2. The transmission is easy to get out. I had to do it on a few of them I had. If I
can do it, anybody can. Also, I would leave the bumpers as they are. You could get a Pinto with
a V6 , so that could be another option â€” if you could find one. Philip Lepel. George Morrison.
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